LOCAL BREVITIES

Matinee races, Hartfield, July 4. Marie Griffin is home for the 4th.

Roy Niles, wife and son, Fred are on a trip to northern Michigan.

Saturday was a beautiful day, yesterday for a Chevrolet trip through Hartfield.

Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Gort of Gay, Ind., were recent guests of his mother, Mrs. L. A. Gort.

E. D. Sheldon of Kalamazoo was a visitor here for the past few days.

Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Shuffleton, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Schloff.

Bloomingtons won from Bass Lake last weekend in a very hotly contested game.

Edward Schneider of Ann Arbor is visiting her mother, Mrs. Bess Bash and cousin, Philip Wood at Bass Lake.

L Mrs. George, Hartfield, and family are leaving.

Ralph, Mrs. George and Mrs. Regie are sisters.

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Atwood arrived Saturday afternoon from Rome where she has been teaching, to spend the vacation time.

Mrs. Maisie Baker and family of Galesburg, Ill., were visiting with her brother, Will Holman, a couple of days at Mrs. Page.

Mrs. F. E. Park and Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Paul and some of their friends came Thursday for a short visit. A fine time is reported.

Matinee races, Hartfield, July 4.

Baptist church again Sunday at eleven. A good attendance welcomed Miss Jean Satterlee, also Miss Harriet Satterlee, who were very well pleased.

Saw the picture on the clay manger, at the clay manger.

The clay manger should be done immediately in Southern Michigan as the manger is short and the clay manger.

Mrs. Walter Kohler and Mrs. Tom Kohler are visiting with Mr. and Mrs. Monk at Cassopolis last Friday evening.

The former graduate 28 of the Ann Arbor High School, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Kohler was the first banquet she had attended there since.

Electric service was cut off for a day or two Saturday when a big tree fell near the line in this district of Bass Lake, breaking some wire in several places.

Electric service was cut off for a day or two Saturday when a big tree fell near the line in this district of Bass Lake, breaking some wire in several places.

Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Dyer, Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Wernert and others residence friends.

Mr. Robert Dorsett is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Dorsett and Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Wernert.
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Successor to King Tut’s Famous Tourist Magnet

PRACTICAL NOTES FOR FRUIT GROWER

It is to be regretted that descriptions of many so-called new plants should be in too many instances inaccurate and even (in a few cases) fantastic; in catalogs, if not delivered in time, it is of course impossible to know whether the plant one has bought is the same kind that was purchased by others. This last is a matter of great consequence, and one which is of the utmost importance to those who wish to purchase plants of a particular species and not of an entirely different kind. It is not the purpose of this paper to discuss the merits of various kinds of plants, but rather to point out the necessity for careful examination of all descriptions, and to give some general suggestions regarding the nature of plants which are not well adapted for transplanting.

As Lindbergh Started on Homeward Voyage

View of Colonel Charles A. Lindbergh leaning the U.S. S. Minahasa in the harbor of Charlestown, France, for the voyage to the United States.

POULTRY

TREAT CHICKENS FOR LICE

Fowl weather and jiving chickens both seem to stimulate the growth and development of large numbers of lice. Lice are those little creatures, that live in the coat of the fowl, and cause considerable irritation to the flock. They also serve to destroy the fowl’s health, and may even drive the fowl to death. To prevent the spread of lice and other parasites that are injurious both to the chickens and to other poultry, it is necessary that proper care be taken to destroy these pests.

Lesser powder may be applied to the following a small amount be sprinkled on the breast and under each wing. Harrowing every four hours, also on the breast. Several applications may be made for the purpose. Where an application of powder is not possible, the following will be fresh for five days, and then fresh for another five days, and so on. In the meantime, the chickens should be fed and watered as usual.

SEASONAL MARKETING OF BROILERS

Those who expect to market their surplus of fatty broilers can add to the profits by grading the broiler market. Figures for the last few years show that there is a demand for broilers all the year round. The demand is greatest in the spring, and is followed by a slow decline in the summer months. The demand is greatest during the winter months, and is followed by a slow decline in the summer months. It is necessary that these broilers be killed and dressed as early as possible, as they are less marketable when killed and dressed in the summer months.

Old White House insanely as Relics

Sections of the floor from the Old White House will probably be removed and shipped to the United States. Various organizations are writing, asking for use in various ways. The large balls of ingredient used to make the chocolate glaze for the White House in 1858 are to be included in the list. The glazed tea cups and saucers are to be returned to the White House.

Stewart Put Out By Increase in Number of BRIDGES

By Charles P. Stewart

In the capital city of Washington, D.C., a number of bridges have been erected to facilitate the crossing of the Potomac River. These bridges are not only a convenience to the citizens, but they also serve to enhance the beauty of the city. The following is a list of some of the more prominent bridges in the city:

- 50th Street Bridge
- 16th Street Bridge
- 23rd Street Bridge
- 29th Street Bridge
- 39th Street Bridge

Spray to Control Aphids

The well-known garden must be kept free of aphids, which can cause considerable damage to the plants. To control aphids, use a mixture of 1 part soap to 1 part water. Spray the plants lightly and frequently. Aphids are particularly active in the spring and summer months, but can be controlled with the use of this solution.

Coveted Medal for "Lindy"

The coveted Hubbard gold medal of the National Geographic Society, awarded to Commander Charles Lindbergh in Washington, is a token of esteem for the famous aviator, who is now on his way to fly the North Pole and Commander Richard E. Byrd, right later, for his flights to the North Pole.
Why Worry About Eats
We have Cold Meals, Choice of all kinds, Sandwich Special, Ham, Roast, Fried, Roast, Po-Boy, Salads, Peanut Butter, Cafeteria, Snack Bar, Fried Fish, and everything for Pancakes and Oatmeal. Everything is First-Class.尝尝这美味的烤肉和下品菜肴。

LOHRBERG BROS.
Meat Market

Book Racks and Cases $5.50
Priscilla Sewing cabinet $4.50
EVERYTHING IN ALL PAPER AT RIGHT PRICES
C. N. REYNOLDS

Wilcox & Ballance
Grosely Melons
First Class Plumbing and Sheet Metal Work
Bakery and Shop
Kiln Drying and Repair

In Dorgan Building, West Side

VACATION NEEDS
Sandusky Laces
Crown Cages
Furnishings

SANDWICH BREAD AND BUNS
White and Brown

NEW SPANISH BREAD
Lobster Loaves

Quality Bakers

Harrelson Auto Sales Company
OPEN EVENINGS

INSIST ON HUSKQVINA QUALITY IN ALL GOODS YOU USE LIVES

Satisfaction Guaranteed

Reigle's
We have an excellent line of Groceries for the over the Fourth. Everything for the picnic. Nearly everything you see. A Michigan Built Car and a General Motors Product. What better protection can an auto owner ask for? See or phone in for demonstration

BUY HERE AND BE SATISFIED

H. W. TAYLOR
Successor to Hicks & Taylor

Phone or Leave Orders

You can order for Father and the Fourth easily. We have more for his orders so ask, but an EARLY NOTICE WILL HELP

J. C. Gamboe, Inc.
Grob's and Michigan Open Evenings and Sunday Forenoons

Phone or Leave Orders

Are You Interested in Making Money Raising Hogs?

We have the best way to make $ in the West. Pork Raising

If Its Lumber or Building Material

WHERE AMERICA BANKS

The same people own this, the second largest, the third largest, the fourth largest, and so on. You can trust us to do the things that most of the banks in the United States are not doing.

THE FIRST STATE BANK
"Where trust is the basis of our business"
FARM HAS ITS OWN COW TESTING CLUB

The Detroit Creamery Co. dairy farmers, owners of 500 head of grade and grade Holstein cows, have formed a new testing association of their own. They are cooperating with the dairy extension department of the Michigan agricultural college.

Mr. J. C. McCullough, the manager, believes that the new association, if it is given a fair chance to develop, may do much to improve conditioning. The Department of Agriculture, of which Detroit is a member, has a testing association of this kind.

"We know our milk production averages on our farm and that our cows are producing more milk for the same amount of feed," remarked Mr. McCullough.

West Michigan Students Win Forensic Honors

Eighty voters declated at West Michigan District, 951 Granite St., Holland, Mich., recently, as the West Michigan Students Win Forensic Honors.

Among them were E. E. Beers, Gertrude Blasingame, Charles Johnson, Kalmark, Geary B. Blasingame, and Mae K. Stimpson.

Dolls, dolls, dolls in abundance. The dolls are being made by the doll factory in the basement of the Holland High School. The dolls are being sold for 50 cents each.

In India, a new industry has been started. The dolls are being made from cocoons, which are then dyed and turned into dolls.

Seven Michigan Utilities

In $5,000,000 Consolidation

Incorporation articles have been filed in circuit court, which will bring about a consolidation of the Michigan Utilities, including Detroit Edison Co., a consolidation of the Michigan Utilities, including Detroit Edison Co., a consolidation of the Michigan Utilities, including Detroit Edison Co., a consolidation of the Michigan Utilities, including Detroit Edison Co.

All properties consisting of hydropower, power, and power lines held by this company will be transferred to the new company, which will be held by the new company, which will be held by the new company, which will be held by the new company.

The new company will be called the "Detroit Edison Co." and will be located in the old Edison building.

Prospects for Oil in the U. P.

The oil possibilities of the upper peninsula are not restricted entirely to the belt immediately north of Huron. There are many indications of oil bearing rocks not known to exist at present. Most of Michigan's oil production has taken place in the region north of the Huron basin.

The oil field near Mount Pleasant, which is the only one known to exist, is of oil and gas type. The field is not very large, but it is promising.

Among the individuals present at the conference were Hiram N. McCullough, Fred W. Blasingame, and Robert Watson. The conference was attended by W. C. Blasingame, treasurer, and D. R. Blasingame, manager of the Blasingame Corporation.

Holland’s municipal light and water department has reported a normal year, according to the thirty-third annual report of the board of public service.

The net income of the power plant for 1919 was $1,645,874, an increase of $1,150,064, and for the water plant $618,474.

Holland's municipal light and water department has reported a normal year, according to the thirty-third annual report of the board of public service.

The net income of the power plant for 1919 was $1,645,874, an increase of $1,150,064, and for the water plant $618,474.

The gross earnings of the electric company for the year 1920 were $2,059,793, an increase of $429,064 over that of 1919. The gross earnings of the water plant for the same period were $420,809, an increase of $7,001.

The gross earnings of the electric company for the year 1920 were $2,059,793, an increase of $429,064 over that of 1919. The gross earnings of the water plant for the same period were $420,809, an increase of $7,001.
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The gross earnings of the electric company for the year 1920 were $2,059,793, an increase of $429,064 over that of 1919. The gross earnings of the water plant for the same period were $420,809, an increase of $7,001.
Three Villages On Southern Rim of Michigan's Largest Lake Are Hosts to Members of Association Who Enjoyed Annual Summer Outing at Houghton Lake

Resident of Houghton Heights, Houghton Lake Village, Prudenville and Roscommon Provide Excellent Dining—And Serve It Too.

Before the meeting adjourned, Jim Bloxom of Howard City, chairman of the resolutions committee, offered the following resolutions which were unaniously adopted:

"Resolved, that the Michigan Press Association in recognition of the marvelous Houghton Lake Forest Preserve project has presented the sum of $500 to the Michigan Land Company.

That our sincere thanks are due Mr. and Mrs. Frank M. and Roland F. Houghton, who sponsored the work of the association, the success of which is evidenced by the trees which are of such a fine uniformity which was so desired."

All present voted to thank Mr. and Mrs. Houghton for the plans and suggestions which were used to make the project a success.

Residents of Houghton Heights, Houghton Lake Village, Prudenville and Roscommon provide excellent dining and serve it too.

Michigan Publishers and Families Who Enjoyed Annual Summer Outing at Houghton Lake


"The Michigan Press Association, in recognition of the marvelous Houghton Lake Forest Preserve project, has presented the sum of $500 to the Michigan Land Company."

Residents of Houghton Heights, Houghton Lake Village, Prudenville and Roscommon provide excellent dining—And serve it too.
Houghton Lake Fish Stock Gay Party
When the salmon and trout are
Ruth Beach Also Creates a Furore

Houghton Lake's reputation as the "Queen of Michigan's fishing lakes" was never in more brilliant condition.
its fishing conditions are said to be the best of the year.

In a series of events, the急剧的 change in the fishing conditions is related to the successful stocking of brown trout. The stocking, which was conducted by the Michigan Department of Natural Resources, has led to a significant increase in the number of brown trout available for anglers. This has resulted in a dramatic improvement in the fishing conditions, with anglers reporting record catches.

The success of the stocking program is attributed to several factors, including the careful selection of fish for stocking, the use of proper techniques for releasing the fish, and the provision of adequate habitat for the newly stocked fish to thrive. The Michigan Department of Natural Resources has continued to monitor the fish population and adjust its stocking strategies to ensure the continued success of the program.

As a result of the improved fishing conditions, Houghton Lake is now considered one of the premier fishing destinations in the state. Anglers from all over Michigan and beyond are flocking to the lake to experience the thrill of catching trophy brown trout. The lake is a testament to the importance of effective stocking programs in maintaining healthy and productive fish populations.

SPLINTERS FROM WOODEN HEADS

PUBLIC OPINION FAVORS DUST PREVENTION

A rapidly increasing interest of newspaper editorial commentary indicates that dust prevention has become an important topic in cities, villages and counties served by newspapers in the state.

Until the editorial follows a series of editorials by the author, who in his capacity as editor of the Houghton Lake News, has been a leader in the movement for dust prevention.

The editor recognizes that the lack of action on the part of the county road commissioners is due to the fact that they have not been informed as to the importance of the subject.

The growth of road maintenance by city governments has been remarkable. Each year we add to the list of streets in each community and the number of maintenance men and equipment is increased.

The editor is a strong advocate of dust prevention and urges that every person who has a car or street should take an active interest in the prevention of dust and road conditions.

The editor recommends that every person who has a car or street should take an active interest in the prevention of dust and road conditions. He states that the prevention of dust is a matter of personal responsibility and that every person should do his part to prevent dust.
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The editor is a strong advocate of dust prevention and urges that every person who has a car or street should take an active interest in the prevention of dust and road conditions. He states that the prevention of dust is a matter of personal responsibility and that every person should do his part to prevent dust.
Music by the Lawrence-Hartford Band

The big Fourth of July Matinee at Hartford is anticipated by the Race Fans of Southwestern Michigan every year. It is an ideal place to spend the Fourth and enjoy rare sport. "THEY RACE TO WIN AT HARTFORD" Adelaide Davis, Gate 35c; Vehicles 35c; Grandstand 25c; Arcade, 40c.

\[\text{Music by the Lawrence-Hartford Band}\]

Advertisements from the Van Buren County Telephone Company

\[\text{Van Buren County Telephone Company} \]

\[\text{In the south, we believe in Planning for the Future} \]

\[\text{In the north, we do not!} \]

\[\text{In the west, we build on the land} \]

\[\text{In the east, we think of the air}\]

\[\text{And in the middle, we have a good time!}\]

\[\text{And we do it all year long!}\]
Taffeta All-Season Fabric

Here Are Rules on How To Display "Old Glory"

Because of inquiries receiv ed to the Department of In- formation, the following were issued last week by the Department of Information:

- Rule 1: When displaying the flag, it shall be done in such a manner as to show the stars and the stripes in correct order and proportion.
- Rule 2: The flag shall be displayed only on government buildings, boats, and ships.
- Rule 3: The flag shall not be used as a decoration for private parties or events.
- Rule 4: The flag shall not be carried in a parade or ceremony unless authorized by the Department of Information.
- Rule 5: The flag shall not be displayed on private property unless authorized by the property owner.

Torch Lake Drama Michigan Y Yths

Camp Hayo-Wi-Ton on Torch Lake, in Benzie County, Michigan, is open to girls and boys 8 to 16 years of age. The camp is operated by Y.M.C.A. and is sponsored by the Michigan Y.W.C.A. and the Michigan Y.M.C.A., with the cooperation of the Michigan State Board of Education. The camp is open from June 15 to August 15. The Torch Lake Drama Michigan Y Yths is open to all children in grades 4 to 8.

Torch Lake Drama Michigan Y Yths

The Torch Lake Drama Michigan Y Yths is open to all children in grades 4 to 8. The camp is located on Torch Lake, in Benzie County, Michigan, and is open from June 15 to August 15. The camp is sponsored by the Michigan Y.W.C.A. and the Michigan Y.M.C.A., with the cooperation of the Michigan State Board of Education.

Home Rule: Headlight to the Party of Nation's Playground

The Headlight party of the Nation's Playground is held on Torch Lake, in Benzie County, Michigan. The party is open to all children in grades 4 to 8. The party is sponsored by the Michigan Y.W.C.A. and the Michigan Y.M.C.A., with the cooperation of the Michigan State Board of Education.
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The Headlight party of the Nation's Playground is open to all children in grades 4 to 8. The party is held on Torch Lake, in Benzie County, Michigan. The party is sponsored by the Michigan Y.W.C.A. and the Michigan Y.M.C.A., with the cooperation of the Michigan State Board of Education.
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At the bottom of the drawer was a letter from my friend, Mr. Smith. He had written to me, saying that he had found a rare and beautiful piece of jewelry. He enclosed a picture of the piece, which I had been admiring for some time. I was overjoyed to receive such a letter, and I knew that I would treasure the item for many years to come.

The next day, I went to the library to look at the book that Mr. Smith had sent me. It was on ancient Egyptian art, and I was fascinated by the images of the gods and goddesses. I spent hours reading about the history of the ancient world, and I was filled with a sense of wonder at the beauty and complexity of human culture.

As I was leaving the library, I noticed a group of people gathered around a small table. They were discussing something, and I heard a voice say, "We must act now. This is our only chance to save our city." I approached the group and asked what was happening. They explained that they were protesting against the building of a new mall that would destroy the last remaining park in the city. I was shocked to hear this, and I promised to help them in any way I could.

Over the next few days, I worked tirelessly to organize a protest. I contacted my friends and family, and we began to gather support. On the day of the protest, we all met at the park and marched to the mall. It was a powerful experience, and I felt a sense of pride and unity with the people around me.

In the end, our efforts paid off. The protest was a huge success, and the mall was never built. I felt a sense of accomplishment and I knew that I had made a difference.

For the rest of my life, I never forgot the feeling of power that I had experienced that day. It was a reminder of the importance of standing up for what you believe in, and of the strength of collective action. And so, I decided to dedicate my life to fighting for justice and equality for all people.
One-Order—Three Trainloads Doe Trowl for Dust Prevention on Northern Michigan Roads

This one shipment of Doe Trowls will make monuments and residua happy along a thousand mile front and carry away within a few days. Today a red cloud, along the northern boundary of the state, all the way from the Canadian border, northward is the result of using carrors and carrying dust and grits into cans and homes, cars, and into the air. By tomorrow morning many of its remains will be used. Doe Trowls makes the transformation.
DANCES FOLLOW DINNER BRANCO 1927 M.P.A. DUTING

In a walk. The price was a strikingly silver spoon, hung by the Union Co. of Detroit; a Fat Man's Base, minimum weight 250 lbs., a very interesting "Hat Boy," but Fred Godsell, the well-known editor of "Man's Base," tore into the stretch under blankets and grabbed all of a summer hat and sold the prize offered by the Dudley Paper company, Lansing.

Tanya Voss-Castor Another Prize

The men's broken rano was a jammed news of greatest practical value. He will never hear of his spruce sentence by clairvoyant, Madame Forrest, privatice of the "甑" of the Michigan House of Representatives, and the "甑" of the Michigan House of Representatives. He was thoroughly studied, and the prize for his essay was a splendid essay.